How Doctors CanGet
More Online Reviews
(And More Patients Too)
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Introduction
Working in the healthcare industry is hard. There’s lots of
pressure when someone’s health is at stake. And whether you
are a doctor, nurse, or oﬃce manager, your focus is on your
patients. And making those patients happy and healthy.
At the end of the day, all you want to do is to lace up your
running shoes, clear your mind, and prepare for that runner’s
high. Not worrying about getting more patients and growing
your practice.

Good news: You don’t have to. Enjoy your runner’s high.
Because we’ve got this.
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How? Let’s start
with patient
reviews.

Your practice probably has patient reviews on sites like Google and
1

Facebook. Studies show that 88% of consumers trust online reviews as
much as personal recommendations. While traditional word-of-mouth
marketing might have served you a few new patients in the past, reviews
amplify that effect and spread the positive word about your practice
even further.

In this eBook, we’ll share how you can get more reviews than your
competitors. Keep reading, and we’ll share step-by-step tips for boosting
your review volume while making your patients happy in the process. It’s
a win-win, really.
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1. practice 2 Community “The Impact of Online Reviews on patients’ Buying Decisions,” July 2015
practice2community.com/infographics/impact-online-reviews-patients-buying-decisions-infographic-012809453

Common Bad Reviews About Reviews
“Between managing my practice and my life, I

“My main concern is that I’m losing patients to

just don’t have enough time to focus on

practices that have big gimmicks —like

getting reviews. I know they are important,

offering botox with yearly check ups. I need

but who has time for all of that?”

more patients, not online reviews.”

“Big sites likeGoogle and Facebook? How can

“I ask my patients for reviews, and sometimes

they help me get more patients?”

they do. I try, but it can be awkward.
Don’t think it’s worth the time and effort.”

Does this sound like you? Maybe you have said something similar about your own practice. But prospects looking for a general
physician or a specialist are more likely to look online and compare promotions, pricing, and many other aspects before they walk
through your doors. I mean, this is their health we’re talking about. And I’m sure you appreciate an educated patient (well, part of
the time).

So what pushes that educated patient to chose you to heal what ails them instead of one of your competitors? Well, 92% of your
prospects read reviews before choosing a doctor. And online reviews that are genuine and personal, much like an exchange between
friends, carry a lot of weight and like we mentioned before, consumers trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations.
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On top of this, reviews have a measurable impact on your
revenue. When a patient searches for your practice, your star
rating can be added into the search result. When your patients
can easily see the rating, they can quickly determine if
exploring your practice further is worth their time.

Imagine you are searching for a restaurant, do you even
consider places that have low or no stars? Or, do you spend
more time clicking through and reading the reviews for
restaurants with lots of 4- and 5-star reviews? And on top of all
that, simply having a review or service rating in your search
result can improve click-through rates as much as 20%2.

Now open another window in your browser. Google your top
competitor. How many reviews do they have? What is their
average star rating? Now Google your practice. How do you
compare? If you were picking a general practitioner, who
would you go to based on the reviews alone?

So yes, online reviews are important. Now how do you get
more of them?
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2. Distilled, “Optimize Your SERP Snippet Click-Through Rate,” June 2014,
distilled.net/resources/optimize-your-serp-snippet-ctr/

Three Easy Ways to Get More Reviews
Want to know the easiest way to get more reviews? Just ask, it’s that simple. If you rest on your laurels of providing good service and simply
hoping your patients will be self-motivated to create positive reviews, you’re leaving money on the table.
One study found that only 1.5% of patients proactively write reviews and 70% would write a review if asked. On top of that, a Harvard practice
School study found thateach star added on an average review rating had a 5-9% effect on revenues 3. Now if stars equal dollar signs, why would
you leave that extra revenue to fate?
Here are three tips to help you get more of your patients to write reviews so you can automatically grow your practice.

3. Search Engine Land “70% of consumers will leave a review for a business when asked,” July 2015
business2community.com/infographics/impact-online-reviews-customers-buying-decisionsinfographic-012809453
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Tip #1: Just Ask
Simple right? You’re probably thinking, “My team already knows
to ask.” Well, how about going a step further?

Here are few ideas:
•

A window cling on the door saying “ﬁnd us on…” and
naming Healthgrades, Zocdoc, and Vitals.

•

A tasteful sign on the desk where your patients check out.

•

Many review sites provide you signs and if your
company has many 5-star reviews, they also give out
awards you can post throughout your practice.

•

Provide a card, like a reminder of when your patient’s
next appointment is scheduled, and in the corner ask
for a review and add the URLs of the proﬁles you want
them to review you on.

•

Have a ‘thank you’ or give-away bag that includes a
card asking for reviews.

•

If your patient is leaving with a receipt or folder with
treatment information, add a review request in there too.
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These gentle reminders are a surprisingly impactful way to
help you get more reviews. First, it lets patients know you
care about their opinion and want to hear their feedback.
Second, patients can easily see which review sites you are on
and where their review will be most appreciated. And
remember, creative ideas and visual cues like mentioned
above should always be enforced by your team and
whomever interacts with your patient.
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Tip #2: Send an Email or
Text Asking for Feedback
In today’s patient-centric and digitally connected world, your
patients expect to be asked for their opinion. If you think
about it, they are constantly being rewarded for providing
their review or opinion online. Facebook, Google,
Healthgrades—all these platforms have created a system
where patients are rewarded for sharing their thoughts,
experiences, and opinions. With patients already willing and
excited to share, following a service or purchase is the
perfect time for you to ask for a review.
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Sending an email or a text (SMS) is an effective way to help
patients review your practice. The key to this strategy is to
make leaving a review as easy as possible. When asking for
reviews via email or text, make sure to take them straight to
the review process rather than having to navigate through
multiple pages or wade through various third-party sites that
might add extra friction.
Test the ratio between the time of their appointment and the
time you send the campaign, and the amount of reviews you
receive. An easy place to start and common best practice is
sending out emails or texts 24-48 hours after your patients’
appointments.
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Tip #3: Add Your Reviews
to Your Website
Social media. Your website. Are you more of a digital guru or a “if I
touch the technology it will break person”? Either way, there are
very easy ways for you to complement your direct review request
efforts. Along with email/SMS, another way to automate a
constant stream of reviews is by making sure your digital proﬁles
are always asking for reviews.
The two biggest areas of opportunity are your website and your
social media pages. As you build your social media audience,
incorporate into your marketing strategy posts that ask people to
review you. 65% of social media users from ages 18–24 evaluate
information that is shared on social networks when making a
purchasing decision 4. On sites like Facebook, since your patients
are already recommending you, they probably would be more open
to reviewing you on Google or Healthgrades if you ask.
On these social channels, and on third-party review sites like Vitals,
thanking each reviewer for their feedback—the good and the bad—
it will encourage more people to review you since they see that you
listen and care. This might sound like a lot of work, but with the
right tools, you can simplify and automate this step.
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4. Search Engine Land “10 Stats That Show Why User-Generated Content Works,”
October 2015, dmnews.com/content-marketing/blog/13042512/
10-stats-that-show-why-usergenerated- content-works

The easier you can make it for people to review you, the more
reviews you’ll get. For your website, clearly post direct links to
the Healthgrades and Zocdoc in multiple places. Most thirdparty sites like Google and Facebook offer downloadable “ﬁnd
us on...” banners that you can use on your website. Going full
circle, add patient reviews to your website. While ads and
promotions are important, reviews add social proof which
helps validate your statements about your products and
services.
85% of millennials say User Generated Content (UGC) inﬂuence
their purchasing choices. Reviews are just one form of UGC 5.
UGC is anything posted by a patient or user of a product or
service. UGC appeals to audiences because the content has
not been processed or ﬁltered by the brand or the media.
It’s the difference between seeing a sign that says “best hot
dogs ever” and your friend telling you that they had the best
hot dogs ever at a location. Adding reviews to your website
increases consumer trust, lets your audience know reviews
are important to you, and helps your site rank higher in a
local search.

5. Medium “The 50 User Generated Content Stats You Need to Know,” April 2017
medium.com/@lexywright/the-50-user-generated-content-stats-you-need-to-know-8ffbeebf8552
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How to Boost Your
Online Presence
Now that you have a foundation for getting more reviews,
it’s important to make sure your potential patients will
easily ﬁnd them. In the previous chapter, we mentioned
UGC and how it helps increase your chances of ranking
higher in a local search. In this chapter, we’ll dive into
that concept a little deeper and share strategies to help
you boost your online presence.
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Spotlight on SEO

1

Keep your local listings up-to-date.
Have you Googled your practice recently? 50% of practices have found wrong information on

SEO stands for Search Engine

their local listings and 50% of sales are lost because patients can’t ﬁnd the information that are

Optimization. Google, Yahoo, and Bing

6

looking for . When a potential patient searches for your practice, conﬂicting phone numbers or

use particular rules to help them ﬁgure

locations can be confusing. Make sure your listings are up-to-date across your website, listings,

out which websites to display on the

social media pages, and third-party review sites. Having consistent information also helps with

front page of a search. Search engines

SEO. Having a cohesive practice name and social media handles across pages helps search

are the roadways that help direct

engines and potential patients ﬁnd you.

targeted traﬃc to your site. It’s like the
signs on the side of a freeway that tell
you there’s gas, food, and a place to sleep

2

Add reviews to your website.

off a certain exit. If you don’t have your

Search engines look for websites that are constantly being updated with fresh content. Adding

signs up, search engines won’t know that

reviews to your site is a great way to add new content consistently. Along with SEO beneﬁts,

they can send traﬃc your way.

adding UGC to your website provides social proof, and helps potential patients convert into
patients. Millennials, in particular, trust UGC 50% more than other media or promotions 7.

3

Get active on your social media platforms.
Once you’ve updated local listings and ensured your social media proﬁles have all the correct
information, create a sustainable social strategy to engage your patients. Use social media
marketing tools to help you schedule promotional posts, reply to comments, share thoughtleading posts, and more. Your activity on social media will boost your online presence, provide
more social proof for potential patients, and help you retain your current patients by keeping

6.ReachLocal “Why Your Online Reputation Matters,” Oct 2015
blog.reachlocal.com/why-your-online-reputation-matters-10-stats-infographic
7. Mashable “Millennials Trust User-Generated Content 50% More Than Other Media,”
April 2017
https://mashable.com/2014/04/09/millennials-user-generated-media/#oy7LNtvgjGqf

them engaged.
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Provide Better Services and
See Ratings Soar.
Have you ever heard the quote, “Don’t let the risk of striking out
keep you from playing the game”? With the risk of getting a bad
review among their good ones, your competitors might shy away
from asking for reviews. They might ask only happy patients or
provide an incentive for positive reviews.
However, third-party websites have rules against incentives and
gating your reviews. Besides, bad reviews help your practice too.
82% of your potential patients deliberately seek out bad reviews to
help them validate the the positive ones and measure their risk in
doing practice with you 8. Once they interact with these bad reviews,
they spend four times as long on a site, which increased
conversion rates as much as 67%. So start stretching and get
into the game of reviews.
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8. Spiegel Research Center“How Online Reviews Inﬂuence Sales,” June 2017
spiegel.medill.northwestern.edu/online-reviews/

One piece of patient experience that can be frustrating for
healthcare professionals is when their employees are the ones
that get the bad reviews. You know how important your
patients are to you, but everyone has a bad day. And you don’t
want someone’s bad day to trickle into patients not calling you
the next time they have a fever. While you don’t have the time
to monitor every patient interaction, you can create an internal
culture that builds hospitality into every touch-point.
Disneyland is a great example of this. From entering the park,
to enjoying the entertainment, to the clean ambience, staff
members are trained and incentivised to delight patients. Yo5u
can do this in your own practice by training your staff.
Collaborate to ﬁnd how your practice wants patients to be
greeted, treated, and assisted when they have a problem. When
you have guides in place, your employees are empowered to
provide world-class service. Make sure all employees
understand the importance of soliciting reviews by providing
bonuses or praise when an employee is positively mentioned in
a review.

5. Medium “The 50 User Generated Content Stats You Need to Know,” April 2017
medium.com/@lexywright/the-50-user-generated-content-stats-you-need-to-know-8ffbeebf8552
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When you do receive reviews, whether it’s good or bad, respond in a
timely manner. Creating templates for yourself, or your team that
responds to the reviews, makes it easy and guides them to react
professionally. If the reviews are positive, thanking patients will
drive other patients to leave their reviews too and get recognition.
When you proactively respond to bad reviews, the patient involved
might change their rating or potential patients will see that you value
feedback and ﬁx mistakes. Either way, when patients see you are
active on your review sites and social media, it will improve how
they measure your patient service. Automating this step in the
process helps you make sure that all patients have a great
experience regardless if your team is having an off day. They’ll also
feel empowered to8be able to start solving problems with your
approved guidelines which means you’ll be seeing even more
positive reviews by delighted patients. Everyone wins.
Track patient sentiment to identify trends and improve practice
operations. If you you see common phrases such as “long waiting
times” or “doctor spoke to me like I had a medical degree,” you can
leverage these insights to improve your practice. There are tools
that help you get all these reviews into one place and automatically
scan for trends like this.
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How a Review
Management Tool Can
Help You Do All of This in
Much Less Time
The key to getting more reviews is creating sustainable strategies
for your practice that will help you automatically get those reviews.
With amazing patient service, sustainable ways to engage patients
online, and automating the process for patients to review you,
you’ll effortlessly see more reviews across all your pages. With the
right tools, sending customized review requests can be automated,
so you get a constant stream of new patient reviews effortlessly.
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How Clinic Builder Can Help
Clinic Builder’s review management and marketing platform provides your practice with the tools to take total control of your online
reputation. Clinic Builder’s brings all your reviews from 250+ sites into one place so you can monitor and respond to them quickly, while
automatically collecting more reviews from your patients.

Clinic Builder makes review management super easy by:

•

Sending automatic review requests to your patients after

•

an appointment and directing them to third-party review

Offering automatic review responses for times when you’re
too busy even for one click

sites like Vitals and Healthgrades
•
•

Alerting you the instant you receive a new review so you

Automatically promoting your best reviews to your social
media pages to reach more prospective patients

can respond right away and solve issues before they
escalate into full-ﬂedged problems
•

•

Providing you with review response templates for quick
one-click responses.

Getting more reviews automatically will help you get new patients
quicker and grow your practice without having to do much extra
work. Now start getting those reviews and watching your practice
grow in the process. And if you need some extra help, we’re always
here to help get you more reviews.
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Providing detailed reports of your review volume and ratings
progress over time so you can see exactly how and where
your online review management efforts are paying off

Find out more

See how Clinic Builder can help your
business get new reviews and get new
customers with one easy solution.
www.clinicbuilder.com

